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Corporation Accountingxv. Accountingxvi partnership. The analysis of the financial statement of cash flows, click for more information from the large multinational company to the corner beauty salon, each commercial transaction has an effect on the financial position of a company. The financial position of a company is measured by the following
elements: Activities (cié who possesses) Passivity (cié that owes to the others) the owner's share offer (the difference between activities and passivities) the accounting equation (or the accounting equation of base) we are an easy way to understand how these three amounts relate to each other. The accounting equation for a single company is: the
accounting equation for a company is: the activities are the resources of the company that the company possesses. Examples of activities include cash, credits, inventory, prepaid insurance, investments, land, buildings, equipment and good will. From the accounting equation, we see that the amount of the activities must be equal to the combined
amount of passivities the capital of the owner (or shareholders). Passivities are the obligations of a company - amounts that the company must. Examples of passivity include notes or payable loans, payable accounts, salaries and payable wages, payable interest and income taxable taxes (if the company is a regular company). Passivities can be viewed
in two ways: (1) as complaints from creditors towards the activities of the company and (2) a source - together with the owner or al share - of the activities of society. The equity of the owner or equity of shareholders is the amount remaining after liabilitiessâ€â€â€â€Tr eht imahc eht Fo Trap nalpxe liw tnemecni eht .emit fo doirep ro lavreep emita
srevoc tneatatts emocni sâ€â€ã¢€Tr stroper taht tnemetatatats laicnif eht tnemecni eht .ytiuqe )âT€â€TO ¢€SREDLOHKCOS sâ €ânamc taht swohs of ,noitauqe gnitnuocca eht eht eht eht eht ekkil .Eht eht ekil .Tiop's completions ta ytiuqe )â€â€TO. a stroper teehs ecnalab ehT .noitauqe gnitnuocca eht stcelfer ti dna noitisop laicnanif fo tnemetats eht
sa nwonk osla si teehs ecnalab ehT tnemetatS emocnI dna teehS ecnalaB .tnuocca ssol ro ,niag ,esnepxe ,eunever ,ytiuqe sÂÂÃ¢renwo ,ytilibail ,Epyt sti ot tangangised ni regdel lareneg eht of Tnuocca hcae noitcasnart sti fo lla fo kcart speek ynapmoc A .gnitnuocca yrtne-elbuod sa ot derrefer si metsys gnitnuocca eht ,noitcasnart yreve yb detceffa
stnuocca erom ro owt era ereht esuaceB .esaerced lliw tessa eno dna esaercni lliw tessa eno ,hsac rof yrotnevni sesahcrup ynapmoc a nehw .tnuoma eht ymas ilw Seitlibail sti dna keercni dark stessa sâ€â€â€â€TR, ssenisusrusub yuaceb deniatniam Ecnalab eht .Eht Lauqe Swatla dluohs Edis tfel eht â€â€â€ ro nwardhtiw neeb ton SAHT ynapmoc eht fo
emocni ten evitalumuc eht sulp srenwo eht ybmoc eht otni otni snuom eht stroper osla ytiuqe â€¢₣¢mpa Sredlohkcots ro( sâ€â€â€â€â€â's seitlibail â€â€TRes stessa :Stessa morf det Cudeded Equity of shareholders during the time interval between two budgets. Examples in our examples on the following pages of this topic, we show how a certain
transaction affects the accounting equation. We also show how the same transaction affects specific accounts by providing the diary voice used to record the transaction in the company's general master book. Our examples will show the effect of each transaction in the budget and economic account. Our examples also suggest that the basis for
accounting is followed. Parts 2 - 6 They illustrate transactions involving a unique company. Parts 7 to 10 illustrate almost identical transactions as they are held in a company. Accounting equation for a unique company: 1 - 2 We present nine transactions to illustrate how the accounting equation of a company remains in balance. When a company
registers a commercial transaction, it is not included in an accounting equation, itself. Rather, transactions are recorded in specific accounts contained in the general register of the company. Each account is designated as account of the assets, responsibilities, revenue, expenses, expenses, earnings or losses of the owner. General Ledgera Accounts
are therefore used to prepare balance sheets and income statements during accounting periods. In the following examples, we will use the following accounts: Notes for cash credits Payable accounts J. OTT, Capital J. OTT, Drawing Service Reventure Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure Sun Transactions No. 1. Suppose J. Ott is a unique company
called Accounting Software Co. (ASC). On December 1, 2015, J. Ott invests personal funds of $10,000 to start ASC. The effect of this transaction on the accounting equation of ASC is: as you can see, the activitiesASC increase by $ 10,000 and so also the equity of ASC owner. Consequently, the accounting equation be in balance. You can interpret the
amounts in the accounting equation to mean that ASC has assets of $10,000 and the source of those assets was the owner, J. Ott. Alternatively, you can view the accounting equation to mean that ASC has assets of $10,000 and there are no claims by creditors (liabilities) against the assets. As a result, the owner has a claim for the remainder or
residual of $10,000. This transaction is recorded in the asset account Cash and the owner¢ÃÂÂs equity account J. Ott, Capital. The general journal entry to record the transactions in these accounts is: After the journal entry is recorded in the accounts, a balance sheet can be prepared to show ASC¢ÃÂÂs financial position at the end of December 1,
2015: The purpose of an income statement is to report revenues and expenses. Since ASC has not yet earned any revenues nor incurred any expenses, there are no transactions to be reported on an income statement. Sole Proprietorship Transaction #2. On December 2, 2015 J. Ott withdraws $100 of cash from the business for his personal use. The
effect of this transaction on ASC¢ÃÂÂs accounting equation is: The accounting equation remains in balance since ASC¢ÃÂÂs assets have been reduced by $100 and so has the owner¢ÃÂÂs equity. This transaction is recorded in the asset account Cash and the owner¢ÃÂÂs equity account J. Ott, Drawing. The general journal entry to record the
transactions in these accounts is: Since the transactions of December 1 and 2 were each in balance, the sum of both transactions should also be in balance: The totals indicate that ASC has assets of $9,900 and the source of those assets is the owner of the company. You can also conclude that the company has assets or resources of $9,900 and the
only claim against those resources is the owner¢ÃÂÂs claim. The December 2 balance sheet will communicate the company¢ÃÂÂs financial position as of midnight on December 2: Withdrawals of company assets Owner of the owner's personal use is known as "Draws." Since the lot is not expenses, the transaction is not reported in the company's
economic account. Accounting equation for a single defect: transactions 3â € “4 single transaction of ownership n. 3. On December 3, 2015, Accounting Software Co. spends $5,000 in cash for the purchase of computer equipment to use in the industry. The effect of this transaction on the accounting equation is: The accounting equation reflects that
an activity increases and another activity decreases. Since the amount of the increase is equal to the amount of the decrease, the accounting equation remains in balance. This transaction is recorded in the equipment and in cash of the accounts of the activities. The equipment increases by $5,000 and the liquidity decreases by $5,000. The entry of the
general diary to record transactions in these accounts is: The combined effect of the first three transactions is shown here: the totals tell us that the company has assets of $9,900 and the source of such activities is the owner of the company. It also tells us that the company has assets of $9,900 and the only claim against such activities is the owner's
complaint. The budget of 3 December 2015 will reflect the financial position from midnight on 3 December: buying equipment is not an immediate expense. It will become part of the expenses of depreciation only after being put into service. We assume that since 3 December the equipment has not been put into service, therefore, no expenditure will
appear in an economic account for the period from 1 December to 3 December. Sun Transaction property no. 4. On December 4, 2015 ASC gets $7,000 borrowing money from its bank. The effect of this transaction on the accounting equation is: as you can see, ASC activities increase and ASC liabilities increase by $7,000. This is what this is about.is
registered in the cash of the account of the activities and the notes of the account of responsibilityAs shown in this accounting item: the combined effect on the accounting equation from the first four transactions is available here: totals indicate that transactions through December 4 cause activity of $16,900. there are two sources for such activities creditors provided $7,000 activity and the company owner provided $9,900. you can also interpret the accounting equation to say that the company has assets of $16,900 and the lenders have a claim of $7,000 and the owner has a claim for the rest. the budget dated 4 December will report the financial position of asc from that date: the proceeds of
the bank loan are not considered revenue since asc has not earned money by providing services, investments, etc. there is no economic account effect from this transaction. accounting equation for one fault: transactions 5 ”6 unique property transaction n. 5. on 5 December 2015 accounting software co. pays $600 for ads published in the last days.
the effect of this advertising transaction on the accounting equation is: since asc is paying $600, its activities decrease. the second effect is a reduction of $600 in the net property of the owner, since the transaction entails an expense. (an expense is a cost that is used or its future economic value cannot be measured). Although the owner's net assets
are reduced to an expense, the transaction is not registered directly in the owner's capital account at this time. Instead, the amount is initially recorded in the expenses of advertising the account expenses and in the cash of the account of the activities. the entry of the general diary to register the transaction is: the combined effect of the first five
transactions is available here: totals now indicate that accounting software co. has assets of $16.300. the creditors have provided irotiderc irotiderc i noc 003.61 $ id Ãtivitta ah Ãteicos al ,odom ortla nu ni otsiV .003.9 $ otinrof ah Ãteicos alled oirateirporp li e 000.7 a claim of $7,000 and the owner having a residual claim of $9,300. The balance
sheet as of the end of December 5, 2015 is: **The income statement (which reports the company¢ÃÂÂs revenues, expenses, gains, and losses during a specified time interval) is a link between balance sheets. It provides the results of operations¢ÃÂÂan important part of the change in owner¢ÃÂÂs equity. Since this transaction involves an expense, it
will involve ASC¢ÃÂÂs income statement. The company¢ÃÂÂs income statement for the first five days of December is: Sole Proprietorship Transaction #6. On December 6, 2015 ASC performs consulting services for its clients. The clients are billed for the agreed upon amount of $900. The amounts are due in 30 days. The effect on the accounting
equation is: Since ASC has performed the services, it has earned revenues and it has the right to receive $900 from the clients. This right (known as an account receivable) causes assets to increase. The earning of revenues causes owner¢ÃÂÂs equity to increase. Although revenues cause owner¢ÃÂÂs equity to increase, the revenue transaction is not
recorded into the owner¢ÃÂÂs capital account at this time. Rather, the amount earned is recorded in the revenue account Service Revenues. This will allow the company to report the revenues on its income statement at any time. (After the year ends, the amount in the revenue account will be transferred to the owner¢ÃÂÂs capital account.) The
general journal entry to record the transaction is: The combined effect of the first six transactions can be viewed here: The totals tell us that at the end of December 6, the company has assets of $17,200. It also shows the sources of the assets: creditors providing $7,000 and the owner of the company providing $10,200. The totals also reveal that the
company has assets of $17,200 and the creditors have a claim of $7,000 and the owner has a claim for the remaining $10,200. Below is the balance from midnight on December 6th: *the report (which reports revenues, expenses, earnings and losses during a specified time interval) is a link between balance sheets. provides the results of operations—
an important part of the change in the equity of the owner. the statement of income for accounting software co. for the period from 1 December to 6 December is: accounting equation for a sun owner: transactions 7-8 equity transactions #7. on December 7, 2015 asc uses a temporary assistance service for 6 hours at the cost of $20 per hour. asc will
pay the invoice when it is due in 10 days. the effect on its accounting equation is: asc passive increases by $120 and expenditure causes the owner's equity to decrease by $120. the responsibility will be recorded in payable accounts and the expenses will be reported in temp service expense. the entry of the magazine to record the oo of the temp
service is: the effect of the first seven transactions on the accounting equation can be seen here: totals show us that the company has assets of $17,200 and sources are creditors with $7,120 and the company owner with $10,080. the total accounting equation also tells us that the company has assets of $17,200 with creditors who have a claim of
$7,120. this means that the residual claim of the owner is $10,080. the financial position of asc at midnight of 7 December 2015 is: *the economic account (which reports revenues, expenses, earnings and losses for a specified time interval) is a link between balance sheets. provides the results of operations—an important part of the change in the
equity of the owner. the economic account of software co. for the first seven days of December is: #8. On December 8, 2015, asc received $500 from customers who had invoiced on December 6, 2015. the collection of accounting credits has thisOn the accounting equation: the business of the company (Cash) increases and another (accounting) asset
decreases. The owner's responsibility and equity are not influenced. (There are no revenues on this date. Revenues were recorded when they were earned on December 6th.) The general entry of the magazine to record the increase in cash, and the decrease in accounting credits is: the combined effect Of the first eight transactions it is shown here:
the total for the top eight transactions indicate that the company has a heritage of $ 17,200. Creditors provided $ 7,120 and the owner provided $ 10.080. The accounting equation also indicates that the company creditors have a claim of $ 7,120 and the owner has a residual claim of $ 10,080. The Budget of ASC starting from the midnight of 8
December 2015 is: ** the income statement (which reports the revenues, expenses, earnings and losses of the company during a certain period of time) is a connection between budgets. It provides the results of the operations "" an important part of the change in the owner's equity. The income statement for ASC for the eight days that end on
December 8 is indicated here: calculation of a missing amount in the inside of the owner's equity the income statement for the civil year 2015 explain a part of the change of the owner's equity between the financial statements of 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2015. The other elements that represent the variation of the owner's net assets are
the owner's investments in the exclusive property and the owner's coffers (or withdrawals). A review of these changes is the declaration of changes in the owner's equity. Here is a declaration of changes in the owner's team for the year 2015 assuming that the accounting software Co. had only the eight transactions that we covered before. Example of
calculating an amount The format of the declaration of changes in the equity of the owner can be used to determine one of these components if it is unknown. For example,the net profit for the year 2015 is unknown, but the amount of the draws is known and the beginning and final balance of the equity of the owner, it is possible to calculate the net
income. (This may be necessary if a company does not have complete documents of its revenue and expenditure.) We give proof of this using the following amounts. Step 1. The equity of the owner at 31 December 2014 can be calculated using the accounting equation: Step 2. The equity of the owner at 31 December 2015 can be calculated as well:
Step 3. Enter in the declaration of changes in the equity of the owner the information that was given and the amounts calculated in step 1 and Step 2: Step 4. The “Subtotal” can be calculated by adding the last two numbers on the statement: $94,000 +13 $4. After this calculation we have: Step 5. From the top of the statement we know that the
equity of the owner before the beginning of 2015 was $60,000 and in 2015 the owner invested an additional $10,000. Therefore we have $70,000 before considering the amount of net income. We also know that after adding the amount of Net Income, Subtotal must be $134,000 (the Subtotal calculated in stage 4). Net income is the difference
between $70.000 and $134,000. Net income must have been $64,000. Step 6. Enter the previously missing amount (in this case is the $64,000 net income) in the statement of changes in the equity of the owner and recheck the mathematics: Since the statement is mathematically correct, we are sure that net income was $64,000. The remaining parts
of this topic illustrate similar operations and their effect on accounting when the company is a company instead of a unique property. Accounting equation for a company: Transactions C1–C2 The accounting equation (or equation) anu anu rep elibatnoc enoizauqe'llus ecsiulfni enoizasnart atad anu emoc omairtsom ,itnatsottos ipmese irtson ieN ¨Ã
Ãteicos anu rep )esab id We also show how the same transaction will be recorded in the general accounts of the company's main registry. Our examples will also show the effect of each transaction on the budget and on the economic account. For all our examples, we assume that the usual basis of accounting is followed. In the following examples, we
will use the following accounts: Cash Accounts Received Notes Payable Common Stock Retained Earnings Treasury Stock Service Revenues Advertising Expense Temp Service Expense I also assume that the company is a Subchapter S company in order to avoid the tax accounting of income that would occur with a company “C”. (In a Subchapter S
company the owners are responsible for income taxes instead of the company). Transaction of C1 companies Suppose that members of the Ott family form a company called Accounting Software, Inc. (ASI). On December 1, 2015, several members of the Ott family invested a total of $10.000 to start ASI. In return, the company issues a total of 1,000
joint actions. (The stock has no value par and no declared value). The effect on the accounting equation of society is: As you can see, ASI assets increase by $10.000 and the equity of shareholders increases by the same amount. As a result, the accounting equation will be balanced. The accounting equation tells us that ASI has a assets of 10,000
dollars and the source of such assets was the shareholders. Alternatively, the accounting equation tells us that the company has assets of $10,000 and the only claim for assets is by shareholders (owners). This transaction is recorded in the Cash balance account and in the share account of Common Stock shareholders. The general entry of the
magazine to register the transaction is: After registering the magazine in the accounts, a budget can be prepared to show the financial position of ASI at the end of 1The purpose of an income statement is to report income and expenses. Since the ASI has not yet obtained revenue nor has it incurred any expense, there are no transactions to report in

an income statement. Corporation C2 transaction. On 2 December 2015 ASI acquires $ 100 of his title from one of his shareholders. The stock will be held by the company as a treasure stock. The effect of the accounting equation is: the purchase of its cash shares has led to the ASI activities of $ 100 and the net assets of its shareholders decreases by
$ 100. This transaction is recorded in the cash cash of the activities and actions of the Treasury of the shareholder accounting account. The accounting item in the General Magazine Module is: the transactions of 1 and 2 December were each on sale, even the sum of both transactions should be in balance: the total indicate that the ASI has $ 9,900
and The source of these activities is the shareholders. The accounting equation also shows that the company has $ 9,900 activities and the only complaint against these resources is the complaint of the shareholders. The financial statements of 2 December communicates the financial position of the company at midnight on 2 December: the purchase
of a company of a company never led to an amount to be reported in the income statement. Accounting equation for a company: C3 "C4 Transaction C3 transactions. On 3 December 2015 ASI spends $ 5,000 in cash for the purchase of IT equipment for use in the sector. The effect of this transaction on its accounting equation is: The accounting
equation indicates that an activity increases and an activity decreases. The amount of the increase is equal to the amount of the decrease, the accounting equation remains in balance. This transaction is recorded in equipment and in cash of the accounts of the activities. The account increases by $ 5,000 and the account $5,000. The diary item for this
transaction transactionThe effect on the accounting equation of the first three transactions is: the totals tell us that the company has $ 9,900 activities and the source of such activities is the shareholders. Totals tell us that the company has assets of $ 9,900 and that the only claim against these assets is the claim of shareholders. The financial
statements dated 3 December 2015 reflects the company's financial position starting from midnight on December 3: the purchase of equipment is not an immediate expense. Become amortization expenses only after the equipment is put in service. We will assume that the equipment has not been put into service from 3 December. Therefore, there is
no spending in this transaction or in previous transactions to be reported on the income account. Corporation Transaction C4. On 4 December 2015 ASI obtained $ 7,000 by borrowing money from his bank. The effect of this transaction on the accounting equation is: as you can see, ACI increases the activities and its $ 7,000 passivity. This transaction
is recorded in the Cash property account and in the Notes PayAble responsibility account with the following item of the magazine: to see the effect on the accounting equation from the first four transactions, click here: these total indicate that the transactions through December 4 are in $ 16,900 activities. There are two sources for these assets:
creditors have provided $ 7,000 of goods, and shareholders provided $ 9,900. It is also possible to interpret the accounting equation to say that the company has assets of $ 16,900 and the creditors have a claim of $ 7,000. The residue or the rest of $ 9,900 is the complaint of the shareholders. The financial statements of 4 December reports the
company's financial position starting from that date: the reception of money from the bank loan did not enter since ASI did not earn the money by providing services, investing, etc. Consequently, there is no income effect from this gnitlusnoc smrofrep ISA 5102 ,6 rebmeceD nO .6C noitcasnarT noitaroproC .tnemetats emocni sÂÂÃ¢noitaroproc eht no
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for 6 hours at a cost of $ 20 per hour. ASI immediately records the invoice, but pay the $ 120 when it will be foreseen in 10 days. This transaction has the following effect on the accounting equation: the accounting equation shows that the ASI liabilities increase by $ 120 and the expense causes decreased the shareholders of $ 120. The responsibility
will be registered in the due accounts and the expenses will be recorded in temporary service expenditure. The general entry of the diary for the use of the Temp service is: the effect of the first seven transactions on the accounting equation can be displayed here: the totals show us that the company has $ 17,200 activities and the sources are
creditors with $ 7,120 and shareholders with $ 10,080. Totals of the accounting equations also reveal that the creditors of the company have a complaint of $ 7,120 and the shareholders have a complaint for the remaining $ 10,080. The financial position of the ASI at midnight of 7 December 2015 is presented in the following budget: ** The income
statement (which reports the revenue, expenses, profits and loss of companies for a specified period of time) is a connection between budgets. Provides the results of the operations - an important part of the variation of the net assets. The income statement for the first seven days of December is shown here: Corporation Transaction C8. On 8
December 2015 ASI receives $ 500 from customers who had invoiced on December 6th. The effect on the accounting equation is: the increase in the liquidity of the company and one of its other activities (credits) decreases. The passivities and equity of the shareholders are not interested. (They did not enter this date. The revenues were recorded
when the â € ‹6 December were earned.) The entry of the general diary to record the increase in cash and the decrease in credits is: The effect on the accounting equation from transactions through 8 Here: the totals after the top eight transactions indicate that the company has $ 17,200 activities. Creditors provided $ 7,120 and the company
shareholders provided $ 10,080. The accounting equation also indicates that the creditors of the company have a complaint of $ 7,120 and the shareholders have a residual complaint of $ 10,080. The Budget of ASI at midnight of 8 December 2015 is shown here: ** The income statement (which reports the revenues, expenses, earnings and losses of
the company) is a connection between the balance) sheets. Provides the results of the operations - an important part of the variation of the net assets. The income statement for the first eight days of ASI operations is shown here: the accounting equation expanded for a single share owner of the owner in the basic accounting equation is sometimes
expanded to show the accounts that make up the owner's equity: Capital, entrances, expenses and walls of the owner. Instead of the accounting equation, activity = passivita + equity of the owner, the expanded accounting equation: the eight transactions that we had listed in the context of the transaction of basic accounting equation 8, are shown in
the following expanded accounting equations: with the equation Expanded accounting, you can easily see the net income of the company: accounting equation expanded for a company, the shareholder of the shareholders of the basic accounting equation can also be expanded to show the accounts that make up the equity of shareholders: share
capital, revenue , expenses, dividends and treasure actions. Instead of the accounting equation, activity = passivita + capital shareholders, the expanded accounting equation is: the eight transactions that we had listed in the context of the C8 basic accounting equation transaction are shown in the following enlarged accounting equations: with the
Expanded accounting equation, you can easily see Net income: income:
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